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Sgt.-At-Arms Badge: Delegates wearing this 
badge assist the chair and general order of 
the convention.  They monitor convention 
floor access to make sure everyone is 
seated in proper places.  They also assist 
the chair by distributing materials and 
counting standing votes. 
 

 

 

Credential Card: Each delegate will need to 
present their official Credential Card in 
order to check in as a delegate or alternate 
at registration.  In 2017, this card is being 
produced by AFT-Oregon and given to 
ranking delegates who will then distribute 
cards to their delegates and alternates. You 
will not be given delegate materials until 
you present this card at the registration/ 
info table. 

 

Motion Form: If you are making a motion 
during the floor session, you must fill out 
this form either on paper or electronically.  
As the delegate making the motion, you and 
the delegate who seconds your motion 
should both sign the form and give it to the 
AFT-Oregon Secretary.  This form is 
included in the ranking delegate packet, 
and is also available as an e-form at 
designated laptop stations on the 
convention floor. 
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Delegate Release Form:  A delegate who 
leaves the convention during business 
sessions and has no alternate to replace 
them must fill out this form, have their 
ranking delegate sign it, and present it to 
the Credentials Committee.  It is only once 
this form is received that the delegate will 
be considered excused and their votes will 
be redistributed amongst their fellow 
delegates.  Delegates who fail to complete 
this form will surrender their votes. This 
form is included in the ranking delegate 
packet. You also will find it at the 
registration/info table.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Delegate Replacement Form: If you are an 
alternate replacing a delegate, you must fill 
out this form.  This form is included in the 
ranking delegate packet. You also will find it 
at the registration/info table.  Once you 
have completed the form with the required 
signatures, you must give the form to the 
Credentials Committee. They will give you a 
signed copy to take to the registration/info 
table, where staff will give you a new name 
tag that lists you as a delegate so you may 
be seated.

 


